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The prime issue the new young parliament is fac-
ing is corruption at various state bodies. This does
not mean that there are no other worthy con-

cerns, but corruption is our major concern. It is a deep-
rooted disease that has been undermining the state’s
foundations and has very strong connections with
influential private sector establishments and individu-
als. Fighting the corruption ghost ought to be a major
concern for lawmakers who still believe that Kuwait is
more than just a source of money from which they
wish to get as much as they can. 

According to bribery principles, corruption does not
only mean deals worth billions or mega contracts that
are tainted. It goes far beyond and includes the whole
chain of command, from small employees who get
paid without doing any work to the top of the ‘misery’
ladder, and ministers who adjust everything with the
help of special advisors who push their own interests.
The cycle endlessly continues from up to down and
vice versa. Corruption also goes beyond financial issues
and prevails in the legislation and monitoring
machineries that keep reflecting endless ugly images.  

Corruption is also oppressing free opinion. People

with opinions are haunted by the laws and people are
chased out of the country and forced to leave, which is
the worst intimidation. They are not only deprived of
expression, but are also forced to say what the string-
pullers want them to speak, eventually, joining a large
flock that does not dare to speak about corruption in
public. These sheep continue living without noticing
the butchers waiting at the corner of the near future. 

This state of indifference and getting over-indulged
in daily consumption habits is our real dilemma. We are
on the verge of an economic disaster under a com-
pletely incompetent political administration that still
runs things by old methods and limited mentality,
which resists change and fears facing challenges. 

For now, the new parliament doesn’t need to file an
interpellation to absorb public anger and gain more
public support if it goes beyond any redlines. Public
awareness is what the country really needs right now.
We are facing serious challenges at the border. The
region is changing and moving fast into the unknown
while ‘they’ remain the same. Keep up to what you
have been entrusted with.

— Translated by Kuwait Times

Corruption, a major issue
Al-Jarida

By Hassan Al-Essa 

Many people may find the title of my column
a little strange, and the majority might
accuse me of being undemocratic. Despite

all these hypothetical theories, I repeat the question:
Is there any importance of the existence of the
National Assembly? The column today has two parts
to present the question to our readers, and I leave
the judgment and finding the solution to them.

The first part is about the money spent on the
Assembly and the nation’s deputies. We should cal-
culate the money being spent out of the state budg-
et on Abdullah Al-Salem Hall and those who work
there. There should be an office for each MP, who
needs at least two or three employees (as secre-
taries), and the offices themselves should be finely
furnished, along with state-of-the-art electronic
equipment, bearing in mind that all these acces-
sories are replaced every year. How many employ-
ees, tea boys and office boys are there to keep the
MP’s mood at its best? We should not forget that a
car is also allocated to each MP, as if the deputies of
the nation do not possess cars. It seems that if “any-
thing is free...give me more”. 

Three meals a day and afternoon tea - this is not
an assembly; it is a five-star restaurant. My dear MPs,
what about the food in your own houses, and what
about the personal chef? This is in addition to sta-
tionery, security employees and WiFi services so that
our MPs can tweet and play games. We should not
forget the official trips and the Majles TV Channel, so
that the people’s voices can be heard. The question
that presents itself is - is there anyone among us
who heard a whimper about his issues inside
Abdullah Al-Salem Hall? The majority are silent
because of interests that we do not know or hear
about, and only our MPs know about it, but only
care about their personal interests and ignore our
nation’s voice.

The second part: How many assemblies came
into existence? They either got dissolved or their
term ended. What are MPs’ achievements and work
compared to the prosperous life they enjoy under
the Abdullah Al-Salem dome? How many petitions
were presented at the complaints committee, and
how many out of them were discussed and solved?
Nothing, in my own personal opinion. If the Audit
Bureau gets an opportunity to account for all the
mistakes of its employees, we will find a huge
amount of financial violations, and the decision will
be to abolish the Assembly, because it is a burden to
our nation. “If you cannot say what is right, then do
not cheer what is wrong.” — Sheikh Mohammad Al-
Mitwalli Al-Shaarawi.

— Translated by Kuwait Times

Is the Assembly’s
important?
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Strange kidnapping
A strange case of suspected kidnapping was reported
in Nahda area. A man called police to report that a
woman had been kidnapped but when police went to
the area, located behind a housing care building, they
found an unlocked car but no one inside. The man told
police that he saw a woman getting into another car,
driven by an unknown man. He also mentioned that
the woman was his wife and she got into the car with-
out being forced. Police are investigating. 

Helper robs sponsor
A citizen told Mubarak Al-Kabeer police that her Nepalese
domestic helper stole KD 900 worth of jewelry and KD
2,000 in cash before disappearing. A case was filed and
investigations are ongoing.

Flat damaged
A citizen accused two persons he knows of damaging
his brother ’s flat because of previous dispute.
Detectives are working on the case.

Medical malpractice?
A citizen accused a doctor of causing the death of his
51-year-old mother due to a medical error. The case
was referred to detectives to investigate the doctor’s
credentials and treatment. 

Sexual assault
A woman in her twenties trusted a colleague of hers who
promised to marry her, and went with him for a ride. But
when they were alone, the man sexually assaulted her so
she jumped from the car and ran away. The woman went
to a police station and filed a report.

Harasser attacked
A citizen attacked a young man who was harassing his
wife. The attacker was arrested and the young man was
taken to Mubarak Hospital and placed under guard. 

— Translations from the Arabic press 

Driver runs over
man to ‘scare him’

KUWAIT: A 19-year-old Kuwaiti citizen ran over a
Bangladeshi man who was sitting at a bus stop in a bid to
‘scare him’. The man told police he was just ‘having fun’ and
that he was driving along with a friend of his in Shaab
when he saw the victim at the bus stop. The citizen drove
the car towards him to ‘scare him off,’ then hit him when he
did not move, according to his statements. Police and
paramedics went to the scene, sent the victim to Mubarak
hospital and arrested the driver. Separately, a citizen told
police she ran over a juvenile in Sabah Al-Salem area. The
boy was taken to Adan hospital while the woman was tak-
en to the police station for questioning.

DUBAI: EQUATE Petrochemical Company, a
global producer of petrochemicals, sponsored
the 11th Annual Gulf Petrochemicals and
Chemicals Association (GPCA) Forum as part of
its contribution to the growth and progress of
the industrial sector.

EQUATE President and CEO Mohammad
Husain said, “During 2015, the Arabian Gulf ’s
petrochemical production exceeded 144 million
tons, which increased from almost 137 million
tons in 2014. Such rates prove this region’s sta-
tus as a global petrochemical production hub.”

Husain, who is also a GPCA Board Member,
noted, “Petrochemicals remain the Arabian
Gulf ’s second main source of income after oil.
For this industry to continue its positive contri-
bution, it requires sustainability and innovation
through advanced solutions, high-quality prod-
ucts and top in-class services.”

Husain explained, “The petrochemical indus-
try still faces the same challenges of fluctuating
prices due to supply and demand, feedstock
availability, adequate infrastructure and, most
important,  specialized human capital.
Regardless of these challenges, EQUATE contin-
ues its efforts as petrochemical company with
operations in Kuwait,  North America and
Europe. Such a focus on our values of Trust,
Sustainability, Reliability and Innovation have
enables us to become the world’s second
largest Ethylene Glycol (EG) producer. At the
same time, EQUATE is currently the only Middle
Eastern company that has been successful to
access USA shale gas resources.”

As part of its participation in the event for
the 11th year, EQUATE sponsored a professor
and students from the College of Engineering
and Petroleum at Kuwait University to attend

the event and interact with other delegates.
EQUATE’s sponsorship of the professor and the
students for this event and other previous GPCA
activities is part of the Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) signed with the college
during 2008 for overall partnership in industrial
and academic fields.

During the exhibition on the sidelines of the
forum, EQUATE hosted a number of prominent
figures in the petrochemical industry, energy
and economic sectors. EQUATE’s participation
included a display stand welcoming the event’s
over 2000 participants from around the globe.

The 11th Annual GPCA Forum 2016 is held
in Dubai, UAE, during November 27-29. The
forum gathers top executives from petrochem-
ical and chemical companies, as well as gov-
ernment bodies and other entities to discuss
various topics. 

EQUATE sponsors GPCA forum

KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House (KFH)
organized a specialized brainstorming
workshop themed ‘Unleash Your
Creativity’ for its employees as part of its
policy to invest in the human resources,
while equipping them with all what they
need to optimally assume their duties as
per highest standards of quality. 

The 4-day workshop encompassed
around 60 male and female staff from
different departments at the bank. It pri-
marily focused on alternate thinking and
idea generation processes. The work-
shop was designed to unlock creative
potential of participants to develop a
renewed outlook towards business. 

Moreover,  the workshop tack led
many skills in efforts to achieve its objec-
tives such as focusing on effective com-

munication skills, understanding creativ-
ity in relation to individuals  (Mind
Mapping), creating the ‘right’ (creative)
environment at the workplace - tools
and suggestions, creative problem solv-
ing tools,  application of  creative
thoughts - understanding problem, gen-
erating ideas, planning for action, dis-
cussing tools  and techniques,
Brainstorming (Town hall process), trans-
actional Analysis and creative applica-
tion, ideation, conversion, implementa-
tion in addition to the ability to take risks
and experiment (attitude building).
Participants expressed their appreciation
for holding this workshop as it paved the
way for creating innovative environment
and offered the techniques to unleash
their Creative spirit. 

KFH holds ‘creativity’
workshop for employees
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